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Phonics – Day 1: We’re working on vowel teams that make the sound /o/ 

like in saw. There are many vowel teams that can make this sound – aw, 

au, a(l), augh and ough. Here are some examples of each one;  

claw, sauce, ma, mall, talk, salt, caught, and bought. Wow, that’s a lot! 

Read the following words and circle the words that have the same vowel 

sound as the word claw. Remember, some words may look the same 

but have different sounds! 

jaw bake walk 

soon cause call 

taught thought dare 
 

Read each word in the word grid, and highlight the /o/ vowel team – aw, 

au, a(l), augh and ough in each word.  

lawn chalk small Paul 

all daughter law haul 

bald fawn pause cough 

gauze shawl caught brought 



 

Phonics – Day 2: Use the words from the word grid below and sort them into their 

vowel team pattern.   

lawn chalk small Paul 

all daughter law haul 

bald fawn pause cough 

gauze shawl caught brought 

aw au 

lawn Paul 

law haul 

fawn pause 

shawl gauze 

a(l) augh, ough 

chalk daughter 

small cough 

all caught 

bald brought 



Phonics – Day 2 cont: Blend and read the words below. Try to challenge yourself! 

In each sentence, mark the words that have the /o/ vowel sound. 

birdcall awful almost faucet 

drawing because recalled August 

naughty chainsaw thoughtful basketball 

author crawled lawnmower applause 

1. The tall man paused to pet the fawn. 

2. I was surprised to see the small stalk of corn growing 

in the lawn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics – Day 3: Today we are going to work on the two vowel teams that make 

the sound /ir/ like in ear and deer. There are two vowel teams that can make this 

sound – ear and eer. Here are some examples of each one; 

near and steer. 

Read each row of words and circle the word that doesn’t have the same vowel 

sound as the rest. BE CAREFUL! 

Ex clear bear dear peer 

1 gear cheer fear pear 

2 hear beard wear nearby 

3 menswear smear year career 

4 rear swear pioneer reappear 

 

 

 

 

 



Phonics – Day 3 cont.: Use the words from the word bank to complete each 

sentence. Then read each sentence 3 times, and check off each time you read it.  

also could every near talk call 

brought appears cheerful straw pause taught 

 

 

1. I wake up to the sound of my alarm every morning before school. 

 

 

2. The teacher will pause to answer their questions.  

 

 

3. The puppy brought the ball back to the yard. 

 

 

4. My parents will call the store to order the pizza.  

 

 

5. He went to get a straw to drink his milkshake. 

 

 

6. She appears to be working hard to complete her job. 

 

 

7. I was so excited I could ride my bike without any help.  

 

 

8. I walked near the rocks to see the waterfall.  

 

 

9. Jay also likes blueberries and strawberries on his cake. 

 

 

10. They taught  their sister how to sing the alphabet. 

 

 



basketball

Name 

High-Frequency 
Words

Words to Know

also ball call could every

near talk tall would year

Word Bank

u Circle the word that best completes each sentence.

1. Jess is a (tall, talk) girl. 

2. She can (every, also) jump high. 

3. She can dunk the (call, ball). 

4. She makes it in the hoop almost (every, would) time!

5. (Could, Call) you do that?

6. (Also, Would) you like to try?

7. Jess will (call, talk) her teammates.

8. The team will (talk, would) about the next ball game.
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Name 
Spelling

Basic

tall

saw

jaw

draw

call

fall

soft

paw

ball

yawn

fog

small

Review

ground

flower

town

loud

Spelling WordsYou can spell the /ô/ sound with al, as in tall, aw, as 
in paw, or o, as in soft.

u Write each basic Spelling Word in the correct 
column.

Words with  
a(l)

Words with  
aw 

Words with  
o

Vowel Patterns: /ô/

tall
call
fall
ball
small

saw
jaw
draw
paw
yawn

soft
fog
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Name 

The vowel pattern aw stands for the vowel sound in saw. The vowel 
patterns au, al, augh, and ough also stand for the same vowel sound.

u Write the word that names the picture. Circle the letter or 
letters that stand for the vowel sound in saw.

1. stall straw stalk

2. lawful lawn launch

3. daughter drawing dawn

4. walrus walled wrought

5. bawling bought baseball 

6. seesaw sawdust sawhorse

Phonics

Vowel Patterns: /ô/

straw

launch

drawing

walrus

bought

seesaw
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Name 

Basic

tall

saw

jaw

draw

call

fall

soft

paw

ball

yawn

fog

small

Review

ground

flower

town

loud

Spelling WordsYou can spell the /ô/ sound with al, as in ball, aw, as in 
yawn, or o, as in fog.

u Write the Spelling Word that best completes each 
sentence.

1. It is hard to see in the  .

2. My dog hurt his  .

3. Throw the  to me.

4. A mouse is very  .

5.  me on the phone.

6. The pillow is  .

7. You chew with your  .

8. The pine tree is  .

u Write four more sentences with missing Spelling 
Words, like the ones on this page. Then trade with a 
partner. Complete each other’s sentences. 

Vowel Patterns: /ô/

Spelling

fog
paw

ball 
small

Call 
soft

jaw
tall
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Name 
Phonics

Phonics Review
The vowel pattern aw stands for the vowel sound in saw. The  
vowel patterns au, al, augh, and ough can also stand for that  
sound. The vowel patterns ear and eer stand for the vowel sound  
in hear.

Read longer words one syllable at a time. Use the vowel patterns.

u Choose and write two words to complete each sentence. 

1. Paul is  of  off his bike.

 falling fawn fought fearful

2. The  gave me his  . 

 also author awfully autograph

3. We  for the  team.

 caused footrace  cheered football

4. Mr. Lawton’s  like to play on the  

 . 

 daunting seesaw sawing daughters

5. Farmers  fill up the  . 

 awful always taught trough

6. The  drops are  gone. 

 cough caught awful almost

fearful

author autograph

cheered football

daughters
seesaw

always

cough almost

trough

falling
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Name 

The prefix dis– means “not” or “the opposite of.” Use the meaning 
of the prefix and the base word to figure out the meaning of the 
new word. Look up base words you do not know in a dictionary.

Prefix dis–

Generative 
Vocabulary

u Write a word with the prefix dis– for each definition.

1. to not approve of: 

2. to not trust: 

3. not continued: 

u Write a word from the box to complete each sentence. 

4. The riders were  because  
the bus was late.

5. Too many cooks led to  in  
the kitchen. 

6. They gasped with  as they watched  
the magic show. 

disbelief disorder displeased

Word Bank

disapprove
distrust

discontinued

displeased

disorder

disbelief
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Name Grammar
3.6.1

Action Verbs Say, Eat, Run, Sit, Hide, and Tell

Read each sentence and the word that tells when the action 

happens. Circle the word that correctly completes the sentence.

1. The children (run, ran) to the swings. (present) 

2. Parents (sit, sat) near the water fountain. (past) 

3. Blake (hide, hid) behind a tree. (past) 

4. Will and Pete (say, said) they are hungry. (present) 

5. The families (ate, eat) a picnic lunch. (past) 

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 

irregular action verbs are used correctly.

The verbs say, eat, run, sit, hide, and tell are irregular action verbs. Do 
not add -ed to these verbs to tell about the past.

Present Past

say, says said

eat, eats ate

run, runs ran

sit, sits sat

hide, hides hid

tell, tells told

(2 points each)
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Name Grammar
3.6.2

Action Verbs Give, Take, See, and Go

Read each sentence and the word that tells when the action 

happens. Circle the word that correctly completes the sentence.

1. They (go, went) with my mom to the store. (past)

2. We (take, took) the food into the house. (past)

3. Mom (gives, gave) Aunt Matilda a picture of me. (present)

4. Dad (see, saw) that dinner was ready. (past) 

5. Then we all (go, went) into the living room to talk. (present)

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 

irregular action verbs are used correctly.

The verbs give, take, see, and go are irregular action verbs. Do 
not add -ed to these verbs to tell about the past.

Present Past

give, gives gave

take, takes took

see, sees saw

go, goes went

(2 points each)
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Name Grammar
3.6.3

Using Action Verbs in the Present and Past

Read each sentence and the word that tells when the action 

happens. Then underline the correct verb that completes each 

sentence. 

1. Sook (run, ran) to the bus stop.  (past)

2. I (tell, told) Mr. Moreno the truth.  (past) 

3. Our friends (go, went) to the beach.  (present) 

4. We (take, took) a present to Ty.  (present)

5. Feng (see, saw) the movie twice.  (past) 

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 

irregular action verbs are used correctly.

Irregular action verbs do not use -ed to form the past tense. The 
tables below show the present- and past-tense forms of common 
irregular verbs.

Present Past Present Past

say, says said tell, tells told

eat, eats ate give, gives gave

run, runs ran take, takes took

sit, sits sat see, sees saw

hide, hides hid go, goes went

(2 points each)
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Name Grammar
3.6.4

Review Irregular Action Verbs

Read the sentence and the word that tells when the action 

happens. Circle the word that correctly completes each sentence.

1. We (run, ran) into the woods.  (present) 

2. Steve and Opal (eat, ate) apples.  (present) 

3. Alex and Ryan (say, said) we should play chase.  (present) 

4. We all (go, went) to different spots.  (past) 

5. Yaris and Tiana (hide, hid) in the bushes.  (past) 

6. Sam and Jay (sit, sat) quietly.  (present) 

7. Bill and Bryan (take, took) their backpacks.  (past) 

8. They (give, gave) each of us some nuts.  (past) 

9. We (tell, told) stories to each other.  (present) 

10. Val and Kam (see, saw) a bird.  (past)

Revisit a piece of your writing. Edit the draft to make sure 

irregular action verbs are used correctly.

The verbs say, eat, run, sit, hide, tell, give, take, see, and go are 
irregular action verbs. Do not add -ed to these verbs to tell 
what happened in the past.

(1 point each)
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Name

Connect to Writing: Using Irregular Action Verbs 

Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question.

(1) A hamster was loose! (2) Whiskers escaped her cage. (3) Whiskers went 
down the hallway. (4) Ramone chased her. (5) He runned fast. (6) He finally 
caught Whiskers. (7) Ramone put Whiskers back in her cage. 

1. Which of the following could replace sentence 3 to include an  
action verb?

A. Whiskers scampered down  
the hallway.

B. Whiskers went down the long 
hallway.

C. Whiskers was in the hallway. D. Whiskers goes down the hallway.

2. What change, if any, should be made to sentence 5?

A. Change runned to run. B. Change runned to ran.

C. Change runned to ranned. D. Make no change.

What might happen if an animal escaped its cage or pen? Write two or 

three sentences about it.

Grammar
3.6.5

Penelope wrote the following story about an animal. Read her story  
and look for any revisions she should make. Then answer the questions 
that follow.

(Responses will vary.)
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LEVEL

Quick Check Answer Sheet

KKLL

Harold the Hungry Plant
Main Comprehension Skill: Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions

 1.	B Compare and Contast

 2.	B Sequence Events 

 3.	B Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions

 4.	D Vocabulary

 5.	B Story Elements

 6.	A Problem and Solution

 7.	D Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions

 8.	B Cause and Effect

 9.	A Main Idea and Details

 10.	A Author’s Purpose

 11.  Answers should include that April 
keeps feeding Harold jellybeans 
because she knows that eating 
them makes the plant happy.



 

Name:                                                                                            5-A-Day   Math   Review      Answer   Key                               Week   4    (April   20-24,   2020)  

Monday  Tuesday  Wednesday  Thursday  Friday  

       
Draw   the   hands   to   show   

4:30  
  

Total:    75  ￠  

 
 
  Total:    17  ￠  

 
Draw   the   hands   to   show  

3:00  
Total:    46  ￠  

What   is    10   more  
than   652?   
662  

Find   the   missing   addend.  
 

7+ 7 =   14  

What   is    30   more  
than   532?   
562  

Fill   in   the   equation.  
 

129   or   less    <   130  

What   is    10   less    than  
250?   
240  

8   +   2   +   7   =    17  
 
3   +   4   +   4   =    11  

               1  
              515  
            +   157  
                  672  

Find   the   missing   addend.  
 

9   + 9 =   18  

Underline   the    ones    digit.  
 

85 4  

Circle    even    numbers.  
   520          125           92  
   218         99         114  

Write   the   numbers   in   order  
from    least    to    greatest .  
 
        158,   165,   156  
 
156 ,    158 ,    165  

Subtract   money:  
                  4    12  

          52  ￠   
         -   18  ￠   
                  34 ￠   

Write   the   numbers   in   order  
from    least    to    greatest .  
 
        520,   250,   50  
 
50 ,    250 ,    520  

Name   the   coin   and   its  
value:  

 
____ nickel __    ___ 5 ___ ￠  

Subtract   money:  
                    5    11  

           61  ￠   
         -    24  ￠   
                    37   ￠   

Add   money:  
                  1  

          35  ￠   
        +   45  ￠   
                 80 ￠   

Write   True   or   False:  
 

5   +   5   =   6   +   4  
 

                true  

Write   True   or   False:  
 

125   >   225  
 

false  

Add   money:  
                   1  

          37  ￠   
        +   28  ￠   
                  65   ￠   

4   +   6   +   5   =    15  
 
8   +   4   +   8   =    20  
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Reteaching

13-4
Name

One Dollar

How much money? 
Start counting with the dollar bill. 
Then count the coins from the greatest to least value. 
Write numbers to show the counting order.

3   2   1   4
Count on to find the total amount.

�25 �10 �1

$1.00 $1.25 $1.35 $1.36
How much money? Count on to find the total amount.

1.

  $1.00 $2.00      

2.

          

$1.36
Total 

Amount

Total 
Amount

Total 
Amount

$2.25 $2.30 $2.30

$1.00 $2.00 $2.25 $2.35 $2.35



Practice

13-4
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Name

One Dollar
Count on to find the total amount.

1.

  $2    $3    $3.50 $3.50
2.

       

3.

              

4.  Algebra Abby needs 5 dollars 
to go to the movie. She has the  
money shown at the right in her  
purse. How much money does  
she need to make 5 dollars?

  𝖠 𝖡 𝖢 𝖣

Total 
Amount

Total 
Amount

Total 
Amount

$1 $1.50 $1.75 $1.76 $1.76

$2.15$2 $2.10 $2.15

𝖠𝖠
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Name
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Quick Check

13-5

1. 28¢

𝖠  1 dime, 4 nickels, 
3 pennies

𝖡  1 dime, 2 nickels, 
13 pennies

𝖢  1 dime, 1 nickel, 
13 pennies

𝖣  1 dime, 1 nickel, 
8 pennies

 2. 55¢

𝖠  1 quarter, 1 dime, 
2 nickels

𝖡  1 quarter, 2 dimes, 
1 nickel

𝖢  1 quarter, 1 dime, 
3 nickels

𝖣  1 quarter, 6 nickels

 3. Persevere Complete the chart to show three more ways to 
make 37¢.

Which shows a missing way to make the  
same amount?

Quarters Dimes Nickels Total

ll l 55¢

l ll ll 55¢

l l llll 55¢

55¢

Dimes Nickels Pennies Total

l lll lll 28¢

l ll 28¢

28¢

l 28¢

llll  lll

llll  llll
llll   lll

Dimes Nickels Pennies Total

lll l ll 37¢

ll 37¢

lll 37¢

37¢llll  ll

See student 
samples at 
the right.

𝖢𝖢

𝖣𝖣



Name
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Quick Check

13-1

5.  Writing in Math Write a story about using coins 
to buy a toy for 55¢. Draw the coins you use.

What is the total amount shown by these coins?

1. 

𝖠 23¢

𝖡 33¢

𝖢 38¢

𝖣 50¢

2.

𝖠 75¢

𝖡 40¢

𝖢 30¢

𝖣 15¢

3. 

𝖠 3¢

𝖡 11¢

𝖢 75¢

𝖣 76¢

4.

𝖠 50¢

𝖡 41¢

𝖢 25¢

𝖣 10¢

See student samples at the right.

𝖢𝖢

𝖠𝖠

𝖣𝖣

𝖠𝖠
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Quick Check

13-2

5.  Writing in Math

1. 

𝖠 40¢

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣 77¢

 2.

𝖠 70¢

𝖡

𝖢

𝖣

 3. 

𝖠

𝖡 60¢

𝖢 70¢

𝖣

 4.

𝖠

𝖡 40¢

𝖢

𝖣

See student samples at the right.

𝖣𝖣

𝖡𝖡

𝖢𝖢

𝖠𝖠



Name
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Quick Check

13-3

1.

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 2. 

𝖠 

𝖡 

𝖢 

𝖣 

 3.  Writing in Math Write a story about earning $1.00.
Draw $1.00 using coins.

Which shows $1.00?

See student samples at the right.

𝖣𝖣



Name
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Quick Check

13-4

1.

 $1.30 $1.50 $2.30 $2.50
  𝖠 𝖡 𝖢 𝖣

2.

 $2.27 $2.17 $1.97 $1.27
  𝖠 𝖡 𝖢 𝖣

3.

 $1.23 $1.63 $2.13 $2.63
  𝖠 𝖡 𝖢 𝖣

4.

 $3.75 $3.50 $2.95 $2.75
  𝖠 𝖡 𝖢 𝖣

5. Reason Draw at least 1 dollar bill and 3 coins.

  Label each coin. Write the total amount.  

See student samples at the right.

𝖢𝖢

𝖣𝖣

𝖡𝖡

𝖣𝖣



Practice

13-5
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Name

Problem Solving:  
Make an Organized List
Use coins. Finish the list.

Half 
Dollar

Quarter Dime
Total 

Amount

l lll 80¢

80¢

80¢

Dime Nickel Penny
Total 

Amount

ll lll 23¢

23¢

llll 23¢

23¢

5.  Reasonableness Circle yes or no.
Can you make 38¢ with these coins?

           yes  no

1.  Adrian wants to buy a 
plum for 80¢. He has half 
dollars, quarters, and 
dimes. Find all the ways 
he can make 80¢. 

2.  Beth wants to buy some 
crackers for 23¢. She has 
dimes, nickels, and pennies. 
Find all the ways she can  
make 23¢.

3.  How many ways can 
Adrian make 80¢?

𝖠 1 way

𝖡 2 ways

𝖢 3 ways

𝖣 4 ways

 4.  Which coins would Beth use 
to pay for the crackers with 
the fewest number of coins?

𝖠 dimes and nickels

𝖡 nickels and pennies

𝖢 pennies

𝖣 dimes and pennies

ll lll l ll lll
lllllll  lll
23  

tallies

𝖢𝖢

𝖣𝖣
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Quick Check

11-3

𝖠 𝖢

𝖡 𝖣

𝖠 𝖢

𝖡 𝖣

𝖠 𝖢

𝖡 𝖣

𝖠 𝖢

𝖡 𝖣

� 

� 

� 

� 




